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David L. Martin. Curious Visions of Modernity: Enchantment, Magic,
and the Sacred.
Cambridge, MA: MIT Press, 2011. xviii + 256 pp. $32.95. ISBN: 978–0–262–01606–3.
Modernity has no shortage of its discontents. Max Weber famously described
the modern age in terms of all-encompassing rationalization and ensuing
disenchantment with the world, while Michel Foucault engaged in a relentless
critique of Enlightenment ideals with his archaeology of knowledge. In his
discursive book, Curious Visions of Modernity, David L. Martin clearly takes cues
from both Weber and Foucault, seeking to establish himself as another critic of
perceived homogeneity in modern scientific discourse. Enchantment and curiosity
are the ideals Martin adheres to in his own archaeology of the modern, but, unlike
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Foucault, the focus of his exploration is visual culture: ‘‘This is a book about vision,’’
he states in the introduction, ‘‘it is a book about the dawning of an age of modern
scientific rationality that staked the worth of its knowledge claims on a transparency
supposedly guaranteed by the visual’’ (xviii).
Given this positioning of the visual as the lynchpin of modern scientific
rationality, it is perhaps paradoxical that Martin focuses on a range of visuals in
his attempts to establish a place for enchantment, magic, and the sacred. The thirty-
five images featured include contemporary cabinets of curiosities, anatomical
illustrations, medieval maps, a landscape by Joachim Patinir, an anatomy lesson by
Rembrandt; more recent visuals include early twentieth-century photographs of
plastic surgery, a soldier in camouflage, and a cenotaph.Miller weaves his reflections
on perceived paradigms of modernity throughout this broad array of images, and
the result, while spirited and engaging, is at times lacking in foundational research.
For instance, Miller describes Charles D. O’Malley as ‘‘the most recent biographer’’
(63) of Andreas Vesalius, yet O’Malley’s text was published in 1964, and the
scholarship on Vesalius has developed substantially since then. When discussing
Thomas DaCosta Kaufmann’s painstaking research on the court of Rudolf II,
Miller states that Kaufmann ‘‘denies that anything lay behind Rudolf’s love of gems,
except for a somewhat romantic, slightly tortured contemplation of temporal
power’’ (47). This is unfairly dismissive, as Kaufmann is well known for his
substantial research on cabinets of curiosities and Kunstkammern as sites of wonder
and magic. Further errors creep in when Miller discusses ‘‘Gerald [sic] David’’ (94),
whose name is correctly spelled Gerard. Overall, many art historians would have to
disagree with Miller when he states that his book prioritizes ‘‘those things usually
deemed ‘improper’ to, or unworthy of, academic study’’ (ix). In addition to the
examples cited above, many of the visuals Martin discusses have been subjected to
concerted studies in the histories of both art and science, making this a problematic
claim indeed.
Putting this criticism aside, there is quite enough to recommend this book
to readers who are interested in experimental and discursive writing. The book is
appropriately divided into three sections — collections, bodies, spaces — all
organizing principles with long traditions. It should be said that Martin is less
interested in a sustained reflection on any one image. Instead, he considers
multiplicities and the seemingly disparate, showing a kinship with the contemporary
fascination with cabinets of curiosities, admitting himself that he is an ‘‘academic
collector’’ (xi). Hence, in his reading, the collection is not just a site where items
are itemized in systematic displays, the body is not just a site on display and ready
for medical scrutiny, and spaces are not just sites for mapping and regularized
perspective. Instead, by seeing the paramount importance of the sacred and
magical to these sites, and considering the magical and sacred as the equals of the
rational and sacred, he establishes the heterogeneity of premodern images, making
his more comprehensive approach appropriate. Overall, Martin’s book, while at
times idiosyncratic and lacking in detail, is also challenging and thought provoking.
As discursive and experimental writing, it does indeed position itself against more
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empirically based research endeavors. This is not to say that one approach supersedes
the other.
ANDREA BUBENIK
University of Queensland
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